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Abstract. In this paper, we present a three-dimensional mapping system for mobile robots using laser range sensors. Our system provides
sensor preprocessing, efficient local mapping for reliable obstacle perception, and allocentric mapping with real-time localization for autonomous
navigation. The software is available as open-source ROS-based package
and has been successfully employed on different robotic platforms, such
as micro aerial vehicles and ground robots in different research projects
and robot competitions. Core of our approach are local multiresolution
grid maps and an efficient surfel-based registration method to aggregate
measurements from consecutive laser scans. By using local multiresolution grid maps as central data structure in our system, we gain computational efficiency by having high resolution in the near vicinity of the
robot and lower resolution with increasing distance. Furthermore, local
multiresolution grid maps provide a probabilistic representation of the
environment—allowing us to address dynamic objects and to distinguish
between occupied, free, and unknown areas. Spatial relations between
local maps are modeled in a graph-based structure, enabling allocentric
mapping and localization.

1

Introduction

In recent years, robotic competitions, such as RoboCup or the DARPA Robotics
Challenge1 (DRC), became increasingly popular. They foster robotics research
by benchmarking robotic systems in standardized test scenarios. When integrating robot systems for such competitions, limited resources are one of the
main constraints. For instance, recently, Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs), such as
quadrotors, have gained attention in the robotics community. While being attractive for their wide range of applications, their size and weight limitations pose a
challenge realizing cognitive functions—such as autonomous navigation—since
onboard memory and computing power are limited. To meet these restrictions,
efficient algorithms and data structures are key. We developed our mapping system for the purpose of efficient online mapping and successfully employed it in
multiple research projects and robotic competitions. Input to our method are
measurements of a continuously rotating 3D laser scanner.
1
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In order to gain both memory and runtime efficiency, we build local multiresolution grid maps with a high resolution close to the sensor and a coarser
resolution farther away. Compared to uniform grids, local multiresolution leads
to the use of fewer grid cells without loosing information and, consequently,
results in lower computational costs. Furthermore, it corresponds well to the
sensor measurement characteristics in relative distance accuracy and measurement density.
Measurements are aggregated in grid cells and summarized in surface elements (surfels) that are used for registration. Our registration method matches
3D scans on all resolutions concurrently, utilizing the finest common resolution
available between both maps.
The system aggregates sparse sensory data from a 3D laser scanner to a
dense environment representation used for obstacle avoidance and simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) as shown in Fig. 1. While being developed
in our previous works [1,2], it has been successfully applied for autonomous
outdoor [3] and indoor [4] navigation of MAVs. Furthermore, it has been used on
our mobile manipulation robot Momaro during the DRC—supporting operators
with a dense environment representation and localization—and during the DLR
SpaceBot Camp 2015 to allow for autonomous navigation in rough terrain.
In conjunction with this paper, our software MRSLaserMap is published
open-source2 , making it available to other researchers and RoboCup teams in
order to facilitate developing robotic applications, contributing to the system,
and for comparing and reproducing results. This paper gives an overview of the
software architecture to ease integration of the system and presents results from
different data sets which we also made publicly available3 .

2

Related Work

Different publicly available frameworks for laser-based mapping exist. In the
context of RoboCup, mostly 2D approaches are used for mapping and localization. For example, in the RoboCup@Home league, where navigation in planar
environments is sufficient, GMapping [5] is popular. In contrast, the RoboCup
Rescue league necessitates navigation in uneven terrain and approaches such
as Hector Mapping [6] are used. While a variety of 3D SLAM approaches exist [7,8,9,10,11], maintaining high run-time performance and low memory consumption is an issue.
Hornung et al. [8] implement a multiresolution map based on octrees (OctoMap). Ryde et al. [12] use voxel lists for efficient neighbor queries. Both of
these approaches consider mapping in 3D with a voxel being the smallest map
element. The 3D-NDT [13] discretizes point clouds in 3D grids and aligns Gaussian statistics within grid cells to perform scan registration.
In contrast to the mentioned approaches, our mapping system is divided into
an efficient local mapping—with constant runtime and memory consumption—
2
3
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Fig. 1. Results of our mapping system facilitating autonomous navigation of an MAV.
Sparse laser scans (a) are aggregated in a local multiresolution grid map (b) by registering surfels (c). The resulting allocentric map (d) of the scene (e).

and a graph-based allocentric mapping module, which allows for online mapping
by leveraging local mapping results.

3

Key Components

The key components of our system have been published in our previous work and
will therefore be addressed only briefly. The reader is referred to [1] for details
on local multiresolution grid maps and the surfel-based registration method and
to [2] for the allocentric mapping.
3.1

Local Multiresolution Grid Map

The assembled 3D point clouds are accumulated in a robot-centric grid map with
increasing cell sizes from the robot center. It consists of multiple robot-centric
3D grid maps with different resolutions, called levels. Each grid map is embedded
in the next level with coarser resolution and double cell length.
Each level is composed of circular buffers holding the individual grid cells.
Multiple circular buffers are interlaced to obtain a map with three dimensions.
The length of the circular buffers depends on the resolution and the size of
the map. In case of a translation of the robot, the circular buffers are shifted
whenever necessary to maintain the egocentric property of the map. In case of
a translation equal or larger than the cell size, the circular buffers for respective
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dimensions are shifted. For sub-cell-length translations, the translational parts
are accumulated and shifted if they exceed the length of a cell.
In each grid cell, individual measurements are stored along with occupancy
probability and a surface element (surfel). A surfel summarizes its attributed
points by their sample mean and covariance. Point measurements of consecutive 3D scans are stored in fixed-sized circular buffers, allowing for point-based
data processing and facilitating efficient nearest-neighbor queries. Surfels store
statistics about the surface that is mapped. The occupancy probability is used
to determine if a cell is free, occupied, or unknown—accounting for uncertainty
in the measurements and dynamic objects.
Similar to [8] we use a beam-based inverse sensor model and ray-casting to
update the occupancy of a cell. For every measurement in the 3D scan, we update
the occupancy information of cells on the ray between the sensor origin and the
endpoint with an approximated 3D Bresenham algorithm [14].
3.2

Surfel-based Registration

Aggregating measurements from consecutive time steps necessitates a robust
and reliable estimate of the sensor motion. To this end, newly acquired scans are
aligned with the so far aggregated map by means of scan registration. We use our
surfel-based registration method, which has been designed for this data structure.
It leverages the multiresolution property of the map and gains efficiency by
summarizing 3D points to surfels that are used for registration. Measurements
from the aligned 3D scan replace older measurements in the map and update
the occupancy information.
3.3

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

Modeling the environment in a topological graph structure consisting of nodes,
which are connected by edges, allows us to map larger environments and localize
the robot in an allocentric frame. Nodes are individual local multiresolution
grid maps from different view poses. They are connected by edges, which are
spatial constraints from aligning these local maps with each other. Loop-closure
is triggered by adding spatial constraints between close-by view poses. We use
the g2 o framework [15] to optimize the graph.

4

Software Architecture

Our system is implemented in C++ using ROS and divided in three modules as
shown in Fig. 2. Each module is capsuled in a separate ROS nodelet, running in
the same nodelet manager—ensuring fast inter-process communication.
4.1

Preprocessing

When using 3D laser scanners that provide a scan from multiple 2D scan lines—
for instance by rotating an off-the-shelf 2D laser scanner—the individual 2D
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Fig. 2. Overview of our mapping system. The measurements are preprocessed to assemble a 3D scan. The resulting 3D point cloud is used to estimate the transformation
between the current scan and the map. Registered scans are stored in a local multiresolution grid map. Local maps are registered against each other in a SLAM graph.

scans need to be assembled to a 3D scan. For this purpose, we provide the scan
assembler nodelet. Since the sensor is moving during acquisition, we undistort
the individual 2D scans in two steps.
First, measurements of individual 2D scans are undistorted with regards to
the rotation of the 2D laser scanner around the sensor rotation axis. Using
spherical linear interpolation, the rotation between the acquisition of two scan
lines is distributed over the measurements.
Second, the motion of the robot during acquisition of a full 3D scan is compensated. To estimate robot motion, different sensors can be used, e.g., wheel
odometry, visual odometry, or measurements from an inertial measurement unit
(IMU). The interface for motion sensors is generalized to the ROS transform
library and can be parametrized.
4.2

Local Mapping

The local mapping module is the central component of the system. It aggregates
consecutive 3D scans in a local multiresolution grid map by aligning them with
our efficient surfel-based registration method.
Standard ROS point cloud messages are expected as input to the module
and are be published as output for the dense representation of aggregated scans.
Furthermore, the map is published in a custom ROS message to the allocentric
mapping module. To provide local planners with information about occupied,
free, and unknown areas, the grid structure is published as well. Finally, the
estimated motion between consecutive 3D scans, i.e., the recovered transformation from the registration method, is published in a ROS transform to correct
odometry drift relative to the local map.
During mission, operators need the ability to reconfigure the module. Thus,
service calls and parameters are provided to reset the map, change occupancy
mapping parameters, or delete specific points. The resolution, size of the map,
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number of levels, and the length of the circular buffers storing the measurements
can be parametrized to the specific application.
The local mapping module aggregates measurements in a local, robot-centric
frame, i.e., measurements vanish when being farther away from the robot than
the size of the local map. This results in a constant upper-bound for memory consumption, independent of the size and the structure of the environment.
When developing continuously running robotics applications, this is an important property.
4.3

Allocentric Mapping

The local mapping module can be used in combination with the allocentric
mapping module to map larger environments and track the robot pose in an
allocentric frame. The module stores copies of local maps in a graph structure
as nodes, connected by edges. After every scan update of the local mapping
module, the current local map is registered to the graph by aligning it to a
reference node. The reference node is a pointer to the last tracked local map
and is updated if other nodes are closer to the current pose or a new node is
added. A new node and the corresponding edge to the reference node is added
to the graph if the robot moved sufficiently far. Edges are also added between
close-by nodes that are not in temporal sequence. After adding an edge, graph
optimization is triggered.
To visualize the allocentric map over a limited network connection, we implemented a visualization nodelet that is able to run off-board on a different
computer. Data transmission between the allocentric mapping nodelet and the
visualizer is compressed and incremental—only transmitting newly added nodes.
When no node was added, optimized edges and the current tracked pose are
transmitted, allowing to update the off-board graph structure.
Similar to the local mapping module, this module also provides the ability
to reconfigure. Graph structures can be reset and parameters controlling when
new nodes are added can be set.

5

Evaluation

Our system has been evaluated on different MAV platforms, e.g., for autonomous
outdoor navigation and mapping as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, it has been
deployed on our mobile manipulation robot Momaro during the DLR SpaceBot
Camp 2015 and the DARPA Robotics Challenge as shown in Fig. 3. In our
previous work [16] we evaluated the runtime and registration accuracy of the
local mapping and registration system. The evaluation shows that our method
is considerably more accurate and efficient than state-of-art methods.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we present MRSLaserMap, an efficient system for laser-based
online mapping and localization. The implementation is publicly available as
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d)

e)
Fig. 3. Results of our mapping system on our mobile manipulation robot Momaro. The
data has been acquired during the DRC. Sparse laser scans (a) are aggregated in a local
multiresolution grid map (b+c) by registering surfels (d). The resulting allocentric map
(e) shows graph structure, consisting of nodes (gray discs) and edges (black lines).

open-source project to facilitate research and the building of 3D robot navigation
functionalities for other groups and RoboCup Teams.
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